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 @BFSDoArt Photo-a-Day Challenge 
 
The first week of the @BFSDoArt Photo-a-Day Challenge was a great success, so don't ease up now! See 
the department's favorite daily pictures below, along with this week's new challenge! 
1. "Studios" Week Favorites  
2. NEW Challenge This Week  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Check out our favorite photos from the "studios" week  
@BFSDoArt Photo-a-Day Challenge! 
 
 
 
Who are our "favorites"? 
 
You made it so hard to choose! The staff of the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art had many entries to select from, 
and all of them were impressive! The final decisions were based on a few simple criteria: 
1. Did the photo depict both the overall theme and the coordinating daily theme?  
2. Did the student show unusual perspective or uniquely photograph their object?  
3. Did the student think beyond the ordinary and find the extraordinary?  
Again, we are very excited with your astounding response to the Instagram Photo-a-Day Challenge! Remember that 
ALL photographs that are tagged to the #bfsdoart are eligible for use when promoting the department--so be on the 
lookout for your pictures on our social media, emails, and more! Keep snapping those pictures, and don't forget to tag 
us (#bfsdoart)! 
 
 The overall theme of this week's @BFSDoArt 
Photo-a-Day Challenge is "Principles of Design." 
Be sure to check the daily themes when taking photos for the challenge! 
 
How do you participate? 
The Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art invites you to show us the department through YOUR eyes!  
 
To participate, check @BFSDoArt's overall theme of the week and corresponding specific theme of the day 
(posted daily on Facebook and Instagram). Weekends are "Wild cards" and can be used to photograph 
anything you desire that corresponds with the overall theme of the week. With Instagram*, snap an image 
that best depicts that theme and use #bfsdoart in the caption. Be imaginative, be creative, play nice and use 
#bfsdoart in the comment area of your images!  
If chosen, we'll use your image(s) to promote our department!! All users will be credited, of course!  
 
At the end of the week, the BFSDoArt will choose their favorite image from each day's theme and announce 
it Monday morning along with a NEW Photo-a-Day Challenge for next week! To be included in the challenge, 
you MUST tag your photo with #bfsdoart.  Please note that while we will only have one favorite photo 
each day, all submitted photos are subject for use in @BFSDoArt promotional materials (winner, winner, 
chicken dinner!).   
(Thank you to @vslagle for her photo above!) 
 
*Instagram is a free app available on Android & iPhone  
 
Don't have a smart phone? Check out the BFSDoArt Instagram Page on the web! 
  
 
[ Follow Us ] 
       
 
All events are free and open to the public. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
Georgia Southern University will honor requests for reasonable accommodations. For more 
information contact the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art at (912) GSU.ARTS or online at 
http://class.georgiasouthern.edu/art 
 
Our mailing address is: 
Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art, Georgia Southern University  
233 Pittman Drive // PO Box 8032 
Statesboro, Georgia 30460 
 
Copyright (C) 2012 Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art, Georgia Southern University All rights reserved. 
 
You are receiving this email because you are either currently enrolled with the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art or signed up 
to be a part of our mailing list at one of our events. 
 
 
Feel free to UPDATE YOUR PROFILE or FORWARD THIS TO A FRIEND and if it's absolutely necessary - UNSUBSCRIBE, but we'll be 
sad to see you go! 
 
